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Guest Lecture Hall

Ms. Prachi Ahuja, RDPS faculty

March 5, 2O1B (40 minutes)

Class III (A-E)

Students Workshop
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Value Education (Interactive Session)

Doing Your Best and personal Safety
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':' To enable the learners to understand the importance of giving one,s best in life.

n ro equip them with the measures adopted during a disaster.

* To create awareness about the importance of 'First-Aid,.

* To provide a pratform to the rearners to express their views.

DESCRIPTION:
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It has been aptly quoted by Douglas MacArthur that "Preparedness is the key to success and
victory." Our goals can be achieved only if we are prepared to work hard towards them. The session
began with the aim to inculcate the same spirit in the learners. The story of Arjuna,s determination
and focus in Mahabharata, inspired the young learners to give their best in every field of life.
mportance of setting a goal in life and the qualities required to attain the same, were discussed.

Learners enthusiastically shared their experiences of working with persistence and accomplishing
their goals' Motivational video based on the same, stirred the learners to work hard and aim high.
The second part of the session shed light on the importance of preparedness as it is the only way to
combat a disaster. Hence, it becomes imperative for every individual to know the basic measures
that can be adopted to minimise the impact of any disaster, Video related to it expanded the horizon
of knowledge of the learners. They were equipped with the steps taken during an earthquake (Drop,
cover and Hold on). Importance of mock drill and maintaining one's peace and"calm during
evacuation process were also highlighted. The session ended with the information about.First-Aid,.
To sum up, the session proved to be an enriching and informative experience for the learners and
helped in achieving the aforementioned objectives.
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